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Introduction
Dolet’s little treatise is very short, just over 1,000 words. It enjoys the honour of being the first general
theoretical treatise on translation written in a West European vernacular. There are earlier texts in Latin, and
there are also occasional texts, like prefaces, dedications and criticism, in various vernacular languages, but this
is the first general reflection on translation in a European vernacular.
It appeared at a time when translation into vernacular languages was entering a period of spectacular increase
in Europe, part of the momentous social, economic, technological, intellectual and other changes marking the
transition from medieval to Early Modern times. This was also the period when nation states were being formed
(in England, France and Spain, for example). Between them, these two processes provide us with a general
context and an immediate cause to help us appreciate Dolet’s treatise as rather more than just a general
statement about translation.
Let us start with a quick, superficial reading. What does the document say? A summary
seems remarkably easy, especially as the treatise is very clearly structured and
signposted. The translator should:
1 understand the subject-matter of the original;
2 be familiar with both languages involved;
3 not translate word for word;
4 follow common usage as much as possible;
5 use a pleasing style.
Nothing surprising here. Read like this, Dolet’s five points amount to no more than commonplaces, a few rather
obvious rules of thumb which you and I can dream up in half a minute and without thinking. Indeed this is how
the treatise is commonly viewed in introductory works about translation studies. If you encounter it in an
anthology, without full contextualisation, you are likely to read it in much the same way.
But this reading leaves a question. Why would Dolet bother to state the obvious? More particularly: why would
a man of his intellectual stature and ambition take the trouble to rehearse a few hackneyed truths and rules
about the practice of translation? Let us look at what kind of a person Etienne Dolet was.
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Life and Writings
Etienne Dolet was born in Orléans in 1509 and died in Paris, at the Place Maubert, on 3 August 1546, on his 37th
birthday. He was a Humanist, a learned man with excellent knowledge of both Latin and Greek. But the
Encyclopedia Britannica entry on him also speaks of his ‘quarrelsome temperament’ and his remarkable ability
to make enemies.
He studied Classical languages in Paris, then in Padua and Venice; he returned to France, to the university of
Toulouse in 1532, but following a spell in prison he was banished from the town and went to Lyon in 1534.
There he was imprisoned for homicide, but released following a royal pardon, and set up his own printing press
in 1538. He published books in Latin and French at first, then mostly in French - many of them translations,
including his own translations, among them his own French translations of books he had first written in Latin.
He was accused of atheism and of publishing heretical works, and imprisoned in
1542 and again 1544, when he escaped and fled to Italy. He was reckless enough to
return to Lyon, where he was again arrested on charges of publishing heretical
works and of atheism and blasphemy. He was condemned by the theological
faculty of the Sorbonne, tortured and eventually executed on the orders of the
Paris Parliament. Part of the charge against him bore on a translation issue: in
translating (pesudo-)Plato’s Axiochus, the Greek text stated that after a person
dies, ‘there is nothing left’, which Dolet had translated as: ‘there is nothing left at
all (‘quand tu seras decedé, … tu ne seras plus rien du tout’; Chavy 1988, I, 453) –
which, being more emphatic than the original Greek, was interpreted as denying
the immortality of the soul, which amounted to blasphemy. Dolet is often regarded
as the first martyr in the history of translation.
His writings are mostly in Latin, later also in French. He established his reputation as a Classical scholar with the
two-volume Commentarii linguae latinae (‘Commentaries on the Latin language’,1536, 1538), an extensive
linguistic study of Classical Latin. He was involved in high-level polemic through his Dialogus de imitatione
Ciceroniana (‘Dialogue on the imitation of Cicero’, of 1535, a book directed against Desiderius Erasmus's
Ciceronianus (1528). The polemic concerned different forms of imitating Ancients writers, an issue that led to
several protracted polemics at the time. The fact that Dolet was prepared to take on an intellectual giant like
Erasmus in public debate says something about his stature and self-confidence. In the last five or six years of his
short life he turned increasingly towards writing in French and translating into French.
Argument
Let us now return to the question: why would Dolet, evidently a formidable intellectual with a fiery
temperament, bother to jot down and then print a few platitudes about translation? Are we missing something?
My argument will be that Dolet’s Manière is much more than a collection of pious truths about translation. It is a
polemical tract with a political purpose. To appreciate it as such, we need to put it into its broader cultural and
its immediate political context. We need to have an idea of the kind of issue to which the treatise was
responding, so that we can read it as a contribution to a debate.
In what follows I will argue that Dolet’s treatise projects a rhetorical ideal of translating, which he transposed
from the Latin-writing world of European Humanism to vernacular French. In doing so he opposed standard
practices and conceptions of translation prevalent in the vernacular. At the same time he also subscribed to the
political agenda of making French suitable to serve as a national language.
The argument comes in three steps:
1.

The standard practice and perception of translation in the vernacular in the Early Modern period is
anchored in literalism, and word-for-word translation is therefore a strong presence in sixteenthcentury thinking about translation;
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2.

3.

By contrast, the Humanist view of translation (which refers primarily to translation from Greek into
Latin) precludes literalism, and instead puts the emphasis on recognising and matching the stylistic and
rhetorical qualities present in the original;
Dolet’s treatise transplants this Humanist view of translation to the vernacular. That is what gives the
document its polemical – and also its political – edge.

I will not attempt to paint a comprehensive picture of translation theories and practices at the time. Rather, I will
pick up some key ideas and practices and suggest they form part of, or at least point to, a larger picture.
Whether, or to what extent, that projection corresponds to an historical reality is, of course, a very different
question. Let me add also that my reading of Dolet is heavily indebted to the work of Glyn Norton (1974, 1984)
and of Valerie Worth (1988).
Literalism
The starting point is the claim that literalism constitutes one of the core notions of early Renaissance translation.
The claim rests on several considerations:
a.
b.
c.
d.

the persistence of the medieval notion of literalism in ‘academic’ translation;
theories of language and practices of language-learning that privilege the word as the basic
linguistic unit;
the notion of the ‘law’ of translation in sixteenth-century vernacular writings on the subject;
the idea that vernacular languages will be enhanced by modelling themselves on Latin and
Greek.

(a) Literalism in medieval academic translation can be traced back as far as Saint Jerome’s Letter to Pammachius
(395 CE). Jerome, as is well known, actually advocated ‘free’ translation, except in translating the Bible. After
Jerome, the literalism which he had reserved exclusively for Biblical translation was extended to other texts
where the ‘truth’, the ‘substance’, the ‘matter’, the ‘content’ was deemed of more importance than the outward
trappings of rhetoric – which the early Christians mistrusted as a potential source of corruption. The following
quotations give an idea of how this notion of literalism continued after Jerome:
BOETHIUS (5th century CE), In Isagogen Porphyrii, prologue to the second commentary:
... my translation, in which I fear that I have incurred the blame of the 'faithful translator' (ne subierim fidi
interpretis culpam), as I have rendered word for word, plainly and equally (cum verbum verbo expressum
comparatumque reddiderim). And here is the reason for this procedure: that in these writings in which
knowledge of the matter is sought (in quibus rerum cognitio quaeritur), it is necessary to provide, not the
charm of a sparkling style, but the uncorrupted truth (non luculentae orationes lepos, sed incorrupta
veritas exprimanda est). Wherefore I count myself very successful, with philosophical texts rendered into
Latin through sound and irreproachable translations (per integerrimae translationis sinceritatem), there
be no further need of Greek texts.
JOHN SCOTUS ERIGENA (9th century), Versus de ambiguis S. Maximi, II:
Whoever rejoices in the rhetorical cloak of words, let him seek grandiloquence, striving for the Ciceronian
camp; but it will be enough for me if I can cull the plain sense with slow, deliberate speech (mihi sat fuerit,
si planos carpere sensus / Possem tardiloquus pragmata sola sequens). The internal value of the text
(Interior virtus sermonum) is duly to be grasped, the bombast of words (verborum bombi) is often
deceptive. [Copeland, 1991, 52, 91;]
There are many more statements of this kind (see e.g. Burgundio of Pisa in the twelfth century, quoted in
Robinson 2002, 40-43), most of them relating to non-fictional texts.
(b) The survival of this notion of translation into the Renaissance was helped by a prevalent view of language
which saw the word – rather than, say, the clause or the sentence, i.e. syntax – as the basic unit of language, and
consequently conceived of translation as fundamentally a matter of substituting words in one language with
words in another language.
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This word-based idea of language appears most clearly in the overwhelmingly lexical orientation of Renaissance
grammars. They are built on and around the individual word and pay little attention to questions of syntax
(indeed the first grammar to give syntax its due, the French grammar of Port Royal, would not appear until the
end of the seventeenth century). In his book De causis linguae latinae (1540), for example, he eminent linguist
and scholar Julius Caesar Scaliger (1484-1558) held that words are the signs of things in the real world, and these
signs in turn correspond to mental concepts. The concepts, like the phenomena in the world, are immanent and
remain the same across different languages. Languages may differ in their vocabularies but they all share the
same underlying mental structure because they all refer to the same world and signify the same concepts
(Padley 1985, 243). Since language is essentially a nomenclature, a way of labelling material things and abstract
concepts, moving between languages is a matter of changing the labels.
The corresponding conception of translation as primarily word-substitution is reflected in handbooks for
learning foreign languages. A late but particularly revealing illustration of this approach is the frequently
reprinted Orbis Sensualium Pictus of 1658-59, a book for use in schools by the Czech educationalist John Amos
Comenius (Komensky). It was first published in Latin and German, with a Latin-English version by Charles Hoole
following in 1659 (‘the English made to answer Word for Word to the Latin’, as the title page has it). Here is a
page from the 1777 edition:

The Orbis Pictus enables children to learn about the whole world in 150 lessons by means of pictures and the
‘nomenclature’ that goes with them. The pictures represent everything under the sun (literally!), from the
children’s immediate environment to other continents and even abstract concepts. The verbal descriptions in
turn match the pictures. The matching happens at the level of the word, and is facilitated by a system of
numbering, linking individual words with elements of the picture: the words ‘name’ the objects, as in a modern
pictorial dictionary. Because, taken together, the 150 pictures represent the entire world, the verbal
‘nomenclature’ covers the entire language. As Charles Hoole explains in his Preface: the book ‘will serve for the
perfect learning of the whole English tongue, and that from the bottom’).
Moreover, the book is bilingual. Each picture comes with two verbal descriptions, each matching the picture and
the other language, word for word. A neat triangular system is thus set up in which the picture and the two
descriptions all correspond to each other. The layout of the text in two parallel columns reinforces the sense of
correspondence as well as the notion of translation as moving from one language to another at the level of the
word. The only dissonant in this harmonious scene is syntax. As e.g. the lesson ‘The Booksellers Shop’ shows, the
Latin words have case endings, the English words do not; and while e.g. the Latin ‘quorum’ in line 4 must refer
back to ‘libros’ (‘books’, a plural word), the English ‘which’ is not quite so unequivocal and could in principle
refer to either ‘books’ or ‘bookshop’.
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(c) The notion of the ‘law’ of translation being ‘literal’ translation follows directly from this view of language and
the way in which languages are learned. When the idea of a ‘law’ of translation is mentioned in the sixteenth
century, it usually means word-for-word translation, even though it is acknowledged that strict literalism is not
always attainable in practice. The standard legitimation of literalism is that it offers the best guarantee for
integrity and non-interference on the part of the translator (hence the emphasis on separating ‘merely
translating’ from paraphrase, periphrasis, interpretation, explanation, glossing etc.). The following quotations
give an idea (a fuller discussion in Hermans 1997):
ALFONSO DE MADRIGAL, Comento de Eusebio (ca. 1450, publ 1506-07), Preface:
There are two ways of translating: the first is word for word, and is called interpretation; the other is to give
the sense without adhering to the words, which usually requires longer words, and this is called exposition
or commentary or gloss... In this latter case many additions and alterations occur, so that the work is not
the author's, but the commentator's.
(Dos son las maneras de trasladar: una es de palabra a palabra, et llamase interpretacion; otra es poniendo
la sentencia sin seguir las palabras, la qual se faze comunmente por mas luengas palabras, et esta se llama
exposicion o comento o glosa... Enla segunda se fazen muchas adiciones et mudamientos, por lo qual non es
obra del autor, mas del glosador.)
LUIS DE LEON, Libro de los Cantares de Salomon (Song of Songs), ca.1561, Prólogo:
... I mean that the office of the one who translates, especially writings of such gravity, is different from that
of the who explains and explicates. The translator must be faithful and level-headed, and if possible count
out the words and give the same number back, not more, of the same manner, quality and condition and
meaning as there are in the original.
(... porque entiendo sea diferente el oficio del que traslada, mayormente escrituras de tanto peso, del que las
explica y declara. El que traslada ha de ser fiel y cabal, y si fuere posible, contar las palabras, para dar otras
tantas, y no más, de la misma manera, cualidad, y condicion y variedad de significaciones que las originales
tienen...)
JACQUES PELETIER DU MANS, Art poetique, 1555. Chapter ‘Des traductions’:
...word-for-word Translations are unshapely, not because they are incompatible with the law of Translation
but merely because no two languages are the same in their expression. ... And if someone were able to
translate Virgil into French verse, sentence for sentence and word for word,: what glorious praise that
would bring. For how could a Translator discharge his duty better than by sticking as closely as possible to
the Author to whom he has subjected himself? And imagine how splendid it would be to see one Language
echo all the elegance of the other and still retain its own. But, as I said, that is impossible.
(... les Traductions de mot à mot n'ont pas grâce: non qu'elles soient contre la loi de Traduction: mais
seulement pour raison que deux langues ne sont jamais uniformes en phrases. ...Et qui pourrait traduire
Virgile en vers français, phrase pour phrase, et mot pour mot: ce serait une louange inestimable. Car un
Traducteur, comment saurait-il mieux faire son devoir, sinon en approchant toujours le plus près qu'il serait
possible de l'Auteur auquel il est sujet? Puis, pensez quelle grandeur ce serait de voir une seconde Langue
répondre à toute l'élégance de la première: et encore avoir la sienne propre. Mais, comme j'ai dit, il ne se
peut faire.)
JOACHIM DU BELLAY, Deffence et illustration de la langue française, 1549, Chapter 5:
But as for elocution, ... I do not believe it can be learned from translators, because it is impossible to render
[an eloquent text] with the same elegance that the original author brought to it: especially as each language
has something undefinable peculiar to itself, and if you want to express the essence of that, following the
law of translation, which consists in not distancing yourself at all from the limits set by the author, your
diction will be constrained, cold and lacking in elegance. (Mais quant a l'eloquution ... je ne croyray jamais
qu'on puisse bien apprendre tout cela des traducteurs, pour ce qu'il est impossible de le rendre avecques la
mesme grâce dont l'autheur en a usé: d'autant que chacune Langue a je ne scay quoy propre seulement à
elle, dont si vous efforcez exprimer le naif en une autre Langue, observant la loy de traduyre, qui est
n'espacier point hors des limites de l'aucteur, vostre diction sera contrainte, froide, & de mauvaise grâce.)
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GEORGE CHAPMAN, The Iliads of Homer (Seven Books 1598, complete Iliad 1611), ‘To the Reader’:... so
gen’rally / Custom hath made ev’n th’ablest agents err / In these translations; all so much apply / Their
pains and cunnings word for word to render / Their patient authors, when they may we well / Make fish
with fowl, camels with whales, engender, / Or their tongues’ speech in other mouths compel’.

(d) Finally, the perceived inferior status of vernaculars compared with Classical Latin and Greek can also promote
literalism. Just as the first grammars of vernaculars begin to be written in this period (Antonio Nebrija’s Spanish
grammar, one of the first, dates from 1492; Leonbattista Alberti’s Tuscan grammar is older but of uncertain
date) and take existing Latin grammars at their models, describing even non-Romance languages through the
prism of Latin, so too the general idea was that the vernacular languages were as yet rude and ‘untrained’. If
their expressive and stylistic resources could be moulded after the models of perfection that were the Classical
tongues, they too would eventually reach perfection. When Dolet in his treatise says that French is not yet
‘reduced to art’, he means it does not yet possess the grammatical and rhetorical handbooks that will enable it
to serve as a vehicle for intellectual discourse.
One way of addressing this perceived inferiority was to translate literally from Latin into the vernacular, in the
hope that a word-for-word calque would allow the superior linguistic and rhetorical resources of the original to
be carried over into the lower-status language. In this spirit translators like the German Nicolaus von Wyle
(Translatzen, 1478) and, in the early sixteenth-century, the Frenchman Claude de Seyssel recommended, and
practised, literal translation from the Latin, forcing German resp. French to accommodate Latin word order,
idiom and rhetorical devices.
Dolet disapproved of this practice. He criticised a literal translation of Cicero by Guillaume Michel de Tours,
published in 1537, when he brought out his own version in 1542. In his preface Dolet took his predecessor
rudely to task for his ‘worthless language’ (‘oultre ce que le langaige n’en vault rien du tout’) and for corrupting
Cicero’s meaning where Cicero is eminently lucid (‘le gentil traducteur premier a si bien corrompu le sens qu’il
fauldroit ung Apollo pour deviner ce qu’il veult dire. Qui est chose par trop contraire à la divine facilité et
perspicuité de Cicero’; ‘the first translator has so completely corrupted the sense that it takes an Apollo to guess
what he means; which is the opposite of Cicero’s marvelous lucidity and perspicuity’; Dolet 1979, 112; on the
term ‘perspicuité’, i.e. lucidity of expression, see below).
The practice of literal calquing to the point of ignoring native idiom may seem extreme, but it is explained by the
high prestige of Latin compared with vernacular languages, and by the sense that the vernacular would improve
by imitating the high-prestige language. In some cases the practice left its mark; quite a number of phrases in
the English King James Bible (1609) are direct calques from the Hebrew.
Humanism
Strong opposition to these literalist modes of translating came from Humanist circles. Renaissance Humanism is
far too big a topic to treat in a couple of lines (Kraye 1996 offers an introduction). Let it suffice here to say that
we may perhaps regard Humanism as the intellectual vanguard of the Renaissance. Humanists engaged in the
studia humanitatis, primarily the study of the human sciences, with a view to reinvigorating Western culture
after the obscurantist ‘middle ages’ (they invented the term!) by recuperating Classical culture and writing
Classical (as opposed to medieval) Latin. Their guiding principle was ‘ad fontes’, ‘back to the [Classical] sources’;
an early Humanist like the Italian poet Petrarch (1304-74) used to scour libraries in search of manuscripts of the
Ancient writings which he would patiently collate and study. It is in this context of textual comparison and
criticism that the modern discipline of philology emerged.
Humanist learning sometimes had an oppositional edge. The Scottish humanist George Buchanan (1506-82),
working in Bordeaux in the 1540s, wrote four plays for school performance, two of them Latin translations of
Greek plays by Euripides, which Buchanan, according to his autobiography, translated “so that by their
performance the youth [of Bordeaux] might be guided away from the allegories so very popular in France at the
time, towards the imitation of classical models” (
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In the case of the fifteenth-century Italian Lorenzo Valla (1407-57), philology had a particularly sharp edge.
Having set a high standard for ‘good Latinity’ in his two-volume On the Elegance of the Latin Language, Valla
used his superior knowledge of Latin to prove, on purely linguistic grounds, that the so-called Donation of
Constantine, purported to be a fourth-century document in which the Roman emperor Constantine had granted
various privileges to the Catholic Church, must have been a later forgery. Even more daring was the application
of philological acumen to the Bible. Valla criticized the Vulgate text of the New Testament, comparing it with the
original Greek and finding it wanting. The title of the critique is significant: In Latinam Novi Testamenti
Interpretationem ex collatione Graecorum exemplarium adnotationes, (‘Annotations to the Latin translation of
the New Testament on the basis of collated Greek copies’). This explosive text – it discredited the authority of
Jerome’s Bible - remained in manuscript (ca. 1450); it would be published by Erasmus early in the sixteenth
century.
As regards the Humanist view of translation, two key points need to be highlighted. First, there is the emphasis
on the primacy of the original. For a Humanist a translation can be a help to return to the source text, but it
cannot really replace that source.
Nowhere is the primacy of the original so dramatically evident as in the case of the Bible. Insofar as Humanists
typically approached the Bible as grammarians (unlike, say, Luther, who insisted the Bible translator should also
be a theologian, and needed God’s help for a profound understanding), they opted for close study of the
original languages. Johannes Reuchlin (1455-1522) learned Hebrew in order to translate the Psalms.
A spectacular illustration of the Humanist engagement with the Biblical text is Erasmus’ New Testament, a Latin
version which followed his edition of Valla’s critique and was itself also presented as a ‘critique’ (castigatio) of
Jerome, not as a replacement.
As the opening lines of the gospel according to John show, Erasmus’
text is bilingual, so the original remains constantly present. The
footnotes cover the page: there is a single line of Greek at the top,
with a single line of Latin translation opposite, and the rest of the
page is filled with footnotes swirling around the Greek, exploring
and elucidating it, but without being able to exhaust it. The version,
footnotes and all, amounts to an admission that the original’s
profundity and abundance can never be fully represented. With
reference to the opening words of the Gospel according to John, ‘In
the beginning was the Word [in Greek: logos]…’, Erasmus argues
that the Greek term ‘logos’ is more than Jerome’s rendering of it as
‘verbum’; Erasmus argues at length that he prefers ‘sermo’ to
‘verbum’ but, although better than ‘verbum’ (because ‘verbum’ is a
neuter word, and ‘logos’ refers to Christ; also, ‘verbum’ is a
grammatical term, inappropriate with reference to Christ; ‘sermo’,
for Erasmus, embodies an active principle of ‘discourse’ and
‘delivery’, and this is more appropriate), ‘sermo’ is still not
equivalent to ‘logos’. Any translation will be no more than a
provisional construct, the sanctity of the original remains inviolate.
The King James Bible of 1609, and also the Dutch ‘States Bible’ of
1637, would largely follow this principle of translation. They too are
written with the utmost respect for the original.
Secondly, Humanism contains elements that obviously militate against literalism. The rediscovery of Classical
rhetoric as well as grammar brought with it a marked appreciation of style and the arrangement of language
into harmonious and persuasive discourse. Just as Valla stressed ‘good Latinity’ (purity, propriety, clarity) and
the value of recognizing this in Classical texts, so Humanists insisted on the need to exploit to the full the
resources of the translating language if the latter was to do justice to the original’s individuality and vigour. In
this context translation becomes a demanding stylistic task requiring total and sovereign command of both
languages involved, and the importance of doing justice to style becomes a central issue. Even in the writings on
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translation of such early Humanists like Coluccio Salutati (1331-1406) and Leonardo Bruni (1370-1444) (both in
Robinson 2002) this high calling is already evident. Salutati and Bruni were writing in Latin about translating
from Greek into Latin. In the work of a translator like Jacques Amyot (1513-93), perhaps the most famous
sixteenth-century French translator, a learned bishop who had excellent Latin and Greek but translated into his
native French as well as into Latin, we see the Humanist ideas spilling over from the Humanist world to that of
the vernacular: he now defines the ‘office’ of the translator in essentially Humanist terms, and he does this not
in Latin but in French. Dolet, we will see, does exactly the same.

LEONARDO BRUNI, De interpretatione recta, 1425:
This then is the best way to translate: to preserve the style of the original as well as possible, so that
polish and elegance be not lacking in the words, and the words be not lacking in meaning (Haec est
enim optima interpretandi ratio, si figura primae orationis quam optime conservetur, ut neque
sensibus verba neque verbis ipsis nitor ornatusque deficiat). Correct translation ... is difficult enough,
but it is surpassingly difficult to translate correctly when the original author has written with a sense
of prose rhythm and literary polish (Sed cum sit difficilis omnis interpretatio recta ... difficillimum
tamen est illa recte transferre, quae a primo auctore scripta sunt numerose atque ornate).
JACQUES AMYOT, Plutarch, Lives, 1559, preface:
... je prie les lecteurs de vouloir considerer que l’office d’un propre traducteur ne gist pas seulement
à rendre fidèlement la sentence de son autheur, mais aussi à représenter aucunement et à adombrer
la forme du style et manière de parler d’iceluy.
Thomas NORTH, English translation of Amyot’s French version of Plutarch’s Lives, 1579:
... the office of a fit translator consisteth not only in the faithful expressing of his author’s meaning,
but also in a certain resembling and shadowing out of the form of his style and manner of his
speaking.

Let me illustrate the Humanist idea of rhetoric and style, and what they mean for translation, by means of a
miniature example, a few lines from a preface by the Cambridge Humanist John Christopherson (died 1558),
whose Latin translation of Eusebius appeared posthumously in 1569. The preface is itself a fine piece of rhetoric,
with some carefully modulated phrases and repetitions: the four things Christopherson requires of translation
are repeated three times, each time in a different form:.

JOHN CHRISTOPHERSON, Latin translation of Eusebius, Historia ecclesiastica (published 1569),
‘Proemium Interpretis’ (‘Translator’s Preface’):
... As I fix the sight of my mind intently on the translation of the Greek, four things in
particular seem to be required: a true explanation of sense and meaning (vera sensus
sententiaeque explicatio), good latinity (latinitas), harmony (numerus), and that perspicuity
of speech (sermonis perspicuitas) which I have spoken of. The first is usually held to be
relevant for fidelity, the second for delight, the third for the judgment of the ears, the
fourth for the understanding (Primum ad fidem, secundum ad delectationem, tertium ad
aurium judicium, quartum ad intelligentiam solet accomodari). For who will believe it is the
meaning is suspect? Who will take pleasure in reading if the speech is rude and unpolished?
Whose ears will not be disgusted if the speech is badly connected and disordered? Whom
will it not deter if it seems obscure and overcome by darkness? [Binns 1990]

Dolet’s Agenda
The Amyot quote above showed the transference of ideas from Neo-Latin Humanist culture into vernacular
translation. In itself, this move is not unusual at this time. It happens in other spheres, too. In his Latin Comoedia
de optimo studio iuvenum (‘Play on the best study for youngsters’), performed in Tübingen in 1501 and printed
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in 1504, the German writer Heinrich Bebel (1472-1518) showed that grammar supplemented with rhetoric led to
good Latinity, that rhetorical skills are essential in the practice of the liberal arts and public discourse, and that it
will bring you success by helping you win intellectual arguments and gain other advantages. In 1503 Bebel
delivered an Oratio de utilitate latinitatis (‘Oration on the usefulness of Latinity’) urging that good use should be
made of rhetoric in the vernacular, too, following classical models.
The relation between Humanist and vernacular culture, then, is vertical. Latin acts as the superior model, both
linguistically and culturally, and the vernacular looks up to it. To the extent that vernacular culture adopts a
Humanist ideal of translation, it aspires to be a form of ‘learned’ translation in the Humanist vein. In this
context, the concept of ‘rhetorical’ translation develops in opposition to the literalist mode.
The differences between Neo-Latin and vernacular translation are relevant in a number of ways. Vernacular
‘rhetorical’ translation addresses an upwardly mobile audience not fluent in Latin but nevertheless interested in
‘high’, i.e. Classical, culture. It is typically practised by writers who look down on cheap medieval romances and
the like but who are at the same time critical of the exclusive elitism of Latin-speaking Humanist culture. The
question of status, too, is complex. While the vertical power relation which puts the Classical languages on a
pedestal and the vernaculars humbly at their feet is undisputed, the Humanists realize that just as Latin and
Greek each have their own idiomatic features, the vernacular languages too have their own idiom and structure,
their own ‘genius’. In translating, these individual features need to be marshalled in the interests of good, ‘pure’,
‘perspicuous’ vernacular writing. Since the vernaculars have not yet been ‘reduced to art’, they urgently need
grammars and handbooks of rhetoric and dialectic, so they can be built up into fit vehicles for intellectual
discourse.
Such a programme, applied to a language that is becoming a national language, will render a service to the
nation. This is the context in which Charles de Bovelles (1479-1553) published a Latin book on the vernacular
languages, and French in particular, in 1533 (Liber de differentia vulgarium linguarum et Gallici sermonis
varietate, ‘On the difference between vernacular languages and the diversity of French’) in which he contrasted
the immanence and normativity of Latin with the great dialectal variation, instability and lack of a linguistic
norm of French (Margolin 1998, 117-55).
This is the immediate context in which Dolet works, and it adds a political dimension to his treatise. Already
under King Louis XII (reigned 1498-1515) a decree had been issued imposing French, and French only, as the
national language. Early in the sixteenth century the jurist and translator Claude de Seyssel (died 1520) had
called for the creation of a national literature under King François I (reigned 1515-47) using the French of Paris as
the national language (as opposed to Latin but also to the many local idioms and regional ‘patois’). In 1539
François I issued the Ordinance of Villers-Cotterêts which made French (i.e. the French of the Paris region,
elevated to the status of a national tongue) the compulsory language of the legal system throughout France. In
this respect, ‘reducing [a language] to art’ means licking it into shape, disciplining and taming it by bringing it
under the rule of grammar, rhetoric and dialectic, so that it can fulfil its national role. This is the political context
of Dolet’s treatise.
Dolet makes it clear in the dedication of his treatise that he intends his project as a
patriotic service to the French nation. In fact, the treatise on translation forms part
of a larger whole. Dolet’s plan is for a more extensive book, to be called The French
Orator, which will contain chapters on grammar, orthography, accents,
punctuation, pronunciation, etymology and translation, as well as a rhetoric and a
poetics. Together, these different chapters would provide French with the
resources to function as a national language. Dolet did not live to see his plan
through in full, and only the chapters on translation, on accents and on
pronunciation ever appeared in print. The dedication (dated ‘the last day of May’,
1540) draws attention to the fact that he has hitherto mainly written in Latin
(thereby establishing Dolet’s credentials), presents the project on the French
language and rhetoric as a national service on a par with Roman and Italian
models, and emphasizes that it is a first attempt, since the entire programme of
creating a national culture in the national language will take several generations.
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Re-reading
This context should allow a very different reading of Dolet’s treatise. The immediate context is Dolet’s political
mission, the broader context that of Humanist culture. What Dolet presents, or projects, is the Humanist ideal of
a translator now working in the venacular. The key words that pepper the treatise are eminently rhetorical in
character: power, vigour, dignity, charm, elegance, etc.
Rule 1: what is needed is profound understanding of the subject-matter, a complete grasp of its ins and
outs; the example from Cicero that Dolet gives is a subtle point requiring a sound knowledge of Cicero’s
philosophy.
Rule 2 calls not just for some knowledge of the two languages involved but for total and exquisite
command of all the relevant linguistic resources of both tongues.
Rule 3, against word for word translation, now has a decidedly polemical edge, and looks down on
literalism from the lofty heights of Humanist culture.
Rule 4, which concerns vocabulary, stresses the process of judiciously building up the language as a
serious intellectual vehicle and in so doing addresses an intellectual audience keen to use the
vernacular for serious intellectual and scientific purposes.
Rule 5, longer than the others, is all about rhetoric (note the keywords: sweetness, delight, harmony,
elegance, lustre, measure, splendour, order, pattern, glory), and ends on what almost looks like a
Freudian slip: these are the hallmarks of the ideal ‘orator’ - rather than: of the ideal translator.
Dolet’s treatise, then, is not a collection of commonplaces but a thoroughly Early Modern document that
presents a portrait of the translator as a French-speaking Humanist. It is a polemical piece in that it opposes
prevailing concepts and practices of translation and instead transposes a Humanist view of translation into the
vernacular, in the context of a political programme that sees language as an instrument of cultural policy and
nation-building.
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